“The Nutcracker” at Festival Ballet:
Sophomore Success

Festival Ballet’s newest version of “The Nutcracker” premiered to much fanfare last year after a long
tradition of annual performances when the creative team of Director Kathleen Breen Combes and
Artistic Curator Yury Yanowsky reimagined the classic production and launched a new tradition. This
year the company is sticking with that new production and continuing to delight their audiences.
The December 16th production reviewed featured Kobe Atwood Courtney returning as the prince.
Their athletic prowess makes the battle scenes dramatic and exciting; their acting abilities make the
pantomime replay of the scene in the Land of Fairies funny and cute. Festival can’t resist showcasing
their talented prince and Courtney joins in with the Trepak Russian dance in act two, allowing viewers
to see even more of their dancing and leaping ability.
Festival deploys its children’s cast to great effect. The little ones enchant the viewer as snowflakes with
their lighted embers and as the smallest party guests mimicking their tween cousins and friends in the
party scenes. The reindeer moved with studied precision as they pulled guests on their sleigh. The
young Polichinelles spring forth from the ample capacity of Mother Ginger and frolic on the stage with
acrobatics. Young dancers attending the performances will be captivated to see their peers able to keep
up with the professional cast.

Tara McCally (L) and Audrey Lukacz. (Photo: Alan Hubbard.)
The Land of Sweets presents dances inspired by world cultures and captivates the audience with
displays of ability, Heather Nicoles and Azmat Asangul were particularly charismatic with their
Arabian-inspired “Coffee” dance. Kirsten Evans as the Sugar Plum Fairy was paired with Lusi
Ocaranza as her Cavalier and each of them drew spontaneous applause from the audience for their
impressive work.
Festival knows that this is a complete theatrical experience and they do not spare the smallest of
details. The snowscape sets in the fairy land makes the audience want to zip up their coats. The
ballroom would not look amiss in one of Queen Victoria’s palaces. The dancers never forget they are
actors as well, and even the small parts take care to develop their characters. The enigmatic
Drosslmeyer is a typical rogue as he flirts with the maid. The party guests each hand over their cloaks
to the staff with personality, some contemptuously, some excitedly, and some politely. Herr Sillberhaus
and his wife convey all the elegance and manners of “Downton Abbey” without saying a word. The party
dances have so much going on it’s impossible to take it all in, meaning families coming year after year
will still find something new to see.

Anna Lisa Wilkins (center) with FBP Company. (Photo: Alan Hubbard.)
Last year, Festival premiered their new production and this year they proved it will have staying
power. This is a stunning show that dance fans and holiday fans alike will want to see again and again.
“The Nutcracker” was written for the Russian stage over 100 years ago and languished after poor
reviews to its Russian premiere. In 1954 George Balanchine of the New York City Ballet produced a new
version of this old ballet and an overnight success was born. The plot is taken from a German story and
centers on a girl named Clara who attends her family’s Christmas party where she plays with her
friends, fights with her brother, and is gifted a toy nutcracker by her mysterious but loving godfather,
Herr Drosslmeyer. After the party, young Clara sneaks down to the ballroom to see her gift again and is
suddenly shrunken down to the size of her toy. Soon she and the nutcracker doll become embroiled in a
battle between the Nutcracker and an army of rats. When the Nutcracker is facing defeat, Clara
intervenes in the battle and turns the tide. After the rodents are vanquished the Nutcracker turns into a
handsome prince and whisks Clara off to a fairy land where they are greeted as heroes. In the second
act, Clara and her prince (formerly known as Nutcracker) are given a display of dances from the
residents of the Land of Sweets. In the end, Godfather Drosslemeyer returns his charges to their home
and Clara is left to wonder if it was all a dream or not.

Lending Library of Things: PVD Things opens
in Olneyville

PVD Things exterior at grand opening, Oct 23, 2022.
(Photo: Michael Bilow)

Dillon Fagan of PVD Things at grand opening, Oct 23, 2022.
(Photo: Michael Bilow)
PVD Things held its grand opening on Sun, Oct 23, at its new space at 12 Library Ct in Olneyville. The
multi-room facility was open for tours, and free hot dogs (with vegetarian options) were being served

from a grill.
“We are a non-profit co-operative tool-lending library, and what that means is we’re a non-profit that is
democratically governed by the people who use it. We rent out useful things just like a library would
with books, but now we’re lending out drills, ladders, or basically anything under the sun,” said Dillon
Fagan, one of the organizers. The typical loan period is seven days, renewable for an additional seven
days, he said.
There is a growing national movement in many cities to spin up such “libraries of things” and, although
there is no umbrella organization or consortium, there are on-line forums for sharing ideas, problems,
and solutions, Fagan said. Devon Curtin, who was grilling the hot dogs, said he had previously been
part of a similar group in Baltimore before moving to PVD.

Devon Curtin of PVD Things at grand opening, Oct 23, 2022.
(Photo: Michael Bilow)
“You can go on our website [pvdthings.coop], you just purchase a member share, and it sends you
through some forms that you have to fill out for liability and whatnot. And then once you’ve done that,
you’re a member,” Fagan said. “We ask that you join as a member, that’s a one-time fee of $20. That is
refundable, so if you do not want to be a member anymore, you get that $20 back. However, every year,
we’re going to be asking you to pay dues to help cover the operating costs, and that’s on a sliding scale
so it’s just $1 per $1,000 of annual income per year.” The annual dues assessment is on the honor
system, Fagan said. “We don’t look into it, just trust that you’re being honest.” Sponsorships are
available for those in need but unable to pay.
The web site lists inventory, Fagan said, and there is a companion mobile app that queries inventory
information, all written in-house.
The organization was incorporated in March 2021, Fagan said, but the process of formation began
about a year earlier and there are now approximately 100 members. The physical facility in Olneyville
has been occupied for only a couple of months. “That was the most difficult part and we knew that
going into it, going through those forums online. Everyone said the same thing: It’s difficult to secure
space, especially how the rent situation is.” That the building has a very prominent painted banner
reading “Library Ct” was, he said, “just a pure coincidence. Very fitting for us.”

PVD Things board games at grand opening, Oct 23, 2022.
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PVD Things outdoor gear at grand opening, Oct 23, 2022.
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PVD Things lawn equipment at grand opening, Oct 23, 2022.
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PVD Things interior at grand opening, Oct 23, 2022.
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PVD Things interior at grand opening, Oct 23, 2022.
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PVD Things reference books at grand opening, Oct 23, 2022.
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PVD Things automotive and cleaning equipment at grand opening, Oct 23, 2022.
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PVD Things hand tools at grand opening, Oct 23, 2022.
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PVD Things power tools at grand opening, Oct 23, 2022.
(Photo: Michael Bilow)

At some point the organization hopes to provide instruction in use of tools rather than merely lending
the tools themselves. “We don’t have anything set up yet, but we are planning on having skill-sharing
workshops that volunteers will be running, and I have heard from some people who have come in that
they’re willing to help out with some different types of workshops,” Fagan said. “I’ll probably do a
programming workshop because I’m a software engineer. So that’s my skill set.”

PVD Things 3D printer at grand opening, Oct 23, 2022.
(Photo: Michael Bilow)
Although the bulk of lendable things is concentrated on traditional hand and power tools, from drills to
automotive gear to lawn mowers, as well as construction implements such as ladders, the range
encompasses everything from guitars and board games to a small 3D printer. Consumables, he said, are
the responsibility of the borrower, whether nails and screws for hammers and drills or thermoplastic for
the 3D printer.
Cooking utensils are in demand, Fagan said, because people need such simple things as muffin tins for
special occasions but may use them only a few times a year. He said he has an interest in paella pans
and paella burners because he loves Spanish food but would not need them often. Cooking might be a
topic for skill-sharing workshops, he said.
There is a small selection of “how-to” books, but “we don’t plan on being like a library with tons of
books. If we are going to have some books, it’s just going to be pretty specific to DIY projects and stuff
like that,” Fagan said.
Some kinds of items cannot be part of the inventory for insurance reasons, Fagan said, and kayaks and
bicycles, for example, must be re-donated elsewhere. Weirdly, another item prohibited for insurance
reasons are bouncy houses.

PVD Things interior at grand opening, Oct 23, 2022.
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The Olneyville facility has regular hours every Wednesday, 6 – 8pm, but “as more volunteers come on,
we’ll have the capacity to be open more days of the week and more hours,” Fagan said.
“We have put out a survey to see what people would want. I think it would be nice if we have some kind
of regular cadence of asking our members, ‘Hey, what are we lacking?’” Fagan said. “Part of the name
is ‘things.’ I guess the idea really is whatever the membership wants, that is what PVD Things will
have.”
PVD Things “Library of Things” membership co-operative, 12 Library Ct, PVD. Web: pvdthings.coop
Facebook: facebook.com/pvdthings

Beyond the Beach: Ocean State parks for
outdoor summer fun, sans sand
This may surprise you, but some Rhode Islanders do not like the beach. They pay a high price for
parking, fight over a spot and navigate through an overcrowded beach hoping to find a place. When
they leave, sand has infiltrated their clothes in places they didn’t know were even possible. To cap off
the experience, they may be left with a nasty sunburn as a souvenir.
There are some that prefer the stillness and serenity of going for a walk in the woods, or just enjoy
other summer activities outside of the beach. There are numerous parks and places within the state that
are not as known as our beaches. There are many places waiting for you to explore, to take on their
challenges or to just kick back and bask in the beauty of nature.
A favorite place of famed writer HP Lovecraft, Lincoln Woods State Park offers many different

opportunities to explore. Located in Lincoln, the park offers over six hundred acres of nature trails, bike
and equestrian paths, places to picnic and a freshwater lake to either swim or fish in. Due to giant
glacial boulders and stony areas within the park, the place is also perfect for rock climbing / bouldering.
For someone who wants to be near the sea but not near the sand, Beavertail State Park is located on
the southern tip of Conanicut Island in Jamestown. Overlooking the Narragansett Bay, the park provides
walking paths, areas to rock climb, fishing, tide pools and numerous picnic areas. The views there are
stunning, including the iconic Beavertail Lighthouse. If you are lucky, the lighthouse’s museum, Fort
Burnside (a WWII costal fort) and an aquarium are open to the public. Park naturalists on site can
provide walking and exploration tours. Due to a staff shortage for the museums and personnel, call
(401) 423-3270 in advance to check their availability prior to your visit.
In Bristol, Colt State Park is also situated on Narragansett Bay. The 464 acres provide huge lawns for
games, ten playing fields for various sports and bike and footpaths right along the coastline. The paved
path along the shoreline also provides benches to sit back and take in the picturesque views. The park
is filled with picnic tables, adequate shade and space which make it a perfect place for family
gatherings. Reconstructed in 2014 for better accessibility, the park’s fishing pier is perfect for shoreline
fishing. The park also includes an open-air chapel for couples who are interested in tying the knot at
such a scenic location.
Boasting 14,000 acres of mostly wooded area, Arcadia Management Area is RI’s largest recreational
area and is located in Richmond, Exeter, Hopkinton and West Greenwich. If you are into hunting,
fishing, canoeing, kayaking, horseback riding and hiking, this place has it all and more. There are miles
of gravel roads that provide trails through pristine woodland. Frosty Hollow Pond and Wood River
provide scenic places to fish and are stocked with trout annually. Canoeists and kayakers can enjoy
rowing down Wood River, with streams for novices or experienced explorers. If you are an equestrian,
bring your horse trailer to the Reynold’s Horseman Area.
While a three-mile trek isn’t for everyone, those who complete the endeavor in Arcadia are rewarded
with the view of Stepstone Falls, the nicest waterfalls that RI parks have to offer. A beautiful trail
following the Wood River leads to a set of waterfalls over a hundred feet wide. You would be hardpressed to find a more serene place than this wooded vista.
There are many untapped gems in RI for you to explore. The parks mentioned in this article are only a
sampling. No matter what you are interested in, you may find a new favorite place practically in your
backyard. If you would like more information on RI parks, visit riparks.com,
onlyinyourstate.com/states/rhode-island/ or visitri.com/state/state-and-local-parks/

Light and Bright: Festival Ballet’s Nutcracker
full of joy and hope

Festival Ballet: Kobe Atwood Courtney as The Nutcracker.
(Photo: Liza Voll)
Festival Ballet Providence has reimagined its annual production of The Nutcracker, and the results will
be the start of a delightful holiday tradition for families in southern New England. This production was
given its world premiere at the show’s new home stage, the Veterans Memorial Auditorium.
The last few years have seen numerous disruptions and changes to Festival Ballet’s Nutcracker.
Costumes were stolen in 2016. Festival’s “Nutcracker Dog” Archie retired after 19 years on stage.
COVID in 2020 led to the entire production being abbreviated and streamed online. Treating all this
uncertainty behind the curtain as an opportunity, Festival Ballet Providence Director Kathleen Breen
Combes and Artistic Curator Yury Yanowsky decided to revamp the entire show with new costumes,
new sets, and new choreography.
Festival opens their new version with Herr Drosselmeyer in his workshop building the titular nutcracker
and sprinkling the toy with magic. The story then moves to Clara, a young girl, on the night of her
family’s Christmas party. Herr Drosselmeyer, who is a family friend and magician, comes to the party
and delights both young and old with his mechanical marvels and wonderful gifts. The nutcracker is
gifted to Clara and, after the party is over, she sneaks down from her bedroom and falls asleep on a sofa
by the tree.

Festival Ballet: Mamuka Kikalishvili and Eugenia Zinovieva as Snow King and Queen. (Photo: Liza Voll)
Suddenly, Clara shrinks down to the size of her nutcracker doll and the room is filled with giant mice
and rats. A battle begins, with the nutcracker fighting the Rat King and his minions. Festival’s 2021
battle is filled with fun and humor as combatants launch food at each other and the wounded are
removed by an efficient rodent medical corps. Just when it looks as if the nutcracker might be defeated,
Clara saves the day and distracts the Rat King allowing the nutcracker a chance to overcome his foe.
The overly-dramatic death of the Rat King made his passing more humorous than scary. The nutcracker
transforms into a handsome young prince and takes Clara away from her home to an enchanted snowswept forest where they are welcomed by the Snow King and Queen who provide Clara with gifts fit for
a princess, ending the first act.
The second act takes place in the Land of Sweets where various characters dance and perform for the
nutcracker-turned-prince and his companion Clara. These dances include cultural homages to Russia,
Spain, Arabia, and China; Festival put time and effort into making all the dances show off these cultures
in a dignified manner. The Chinese “Tea” dance especially has been reimagined with support from the
Chinese community. The Sugar Plum Fairy (one of the sweets) and her partner dance a grand pas de
deux displaying great strength and control throughout.
New to Providence’s production is the inclusion of Mother Ginger, a giant gingerbread house bursting
with young dancers; the athletic prowess of some of the little dancers stole the show. The production
doesn’t just have children in it as a gimmick: they are integral to the cast, well employed as guests at
the party, snowflakes in the winter, and propelling Clara and her Prince through the Land of Sweets.

Festival Ballet: Nina Yoshida and Kobe Atwood Courtney as Snow Queen and King.
(Photo: Liza Voll)
Festival’s Clara was played by teenager Charlotte Seymour at the December 19 performance reviewed.
Using a younger dancer means that the Act I pas de deux sometimes performed by Clara is given to
adult dancers. The strength of Seymour’s dancing and her delight in the role shine through, making it
easy for all the aspiring ballerinas in the audience to believe in Clara’s adventures, wondering with her
about what was real and what was imagined.
Kobe Atwood Courtney danced the role of the nutcracker with powerful jumps and strong acting skills.
In Act II he entertainingly relives, in pantomime, the adventures of the battle against the rodents and
joins in the Russian Trepak dance.
Herr Drosselmeyer is often portrayed as mysterious or frightening, but in this production he is more of
a “fun uncle” creating an opportunity for adventure. Unlike in many productions, Drosselmeyer is a
presence throughout Act II as he occasionally guides the couple, watching dances as he stands
protectively nearby. Drosselmeyer’s final action is in the show’s penultimate moments to set things all
back in order.
Much traditional Christmas fare is, in truth, rather depressing, almost like watching a television
marathon of Little House on the Prairie, making you plod through four acts of unhappiness for the
payoff in the final few minutes. This production is happy and joyful from curtain to curtain, making it a
perfect diversion in uncertain times. It’s refreshing to see a show that can be readily appreciated and
enjoyed by adults and children of any age. Light and bright, Festival Ballet’s Nutcracker is filled with
youth and hope, a timeless tale made more fitting for our time.
The Nutcracker performed by Festival Ballet Providence,

https://festivalballetprovidence.org/2021-2022-season/the-nutcracker/, at Veterans Memorial
Auditorium. 1 Avenue of the Arts, PVD. Tickets:
https://www.thevetsri.com/events/detail/the-nutcracker-21 or telephone (401)421-ARTS (2787).
Through Dec 26, 2021. Run time 115 minutes. Handicap accessible. COVID protocols in effect: proof of
vaccination required for age 12 and up, masks required for age 2 and up.

Festival Ballet: Mamuka Kikalishvili as The Nutcracker, Joshua Tuason as Mother Ginger, Charlotte
Seymour as Clara, and Students of Festival Ballet Providence School as Polichinelles.

DEVIL’s NIGHT at Dusk: A Stripped Up
Costume Party
It’s the Eve of All Hallows Eve, and the fires of Devil’s Night will be roaring bright at club Dusk for the
first ever BURLESQUE N’ ROLL! This two-stage indoor/outdoor carn-evil event will feature
bloodcurdling bands and burlesque dancers.
Getting mummified up for the night could “payoff” for a few lucky winners of the costume contest.
Instead of a popularity vote (or graveyard groans), the secret judges will be lurking through the creepy
crowd scoring the Grim and the Glamorous. Cash prizes will be awarded for Most Creative, Scariest and

Funniest costumes. It might be the only time you would be willing to give your name to a stranger, just
don’t pledge your soul.
A myriad of macabre music will pollute the air of the concrete cemetery. Haunting the outdoor stage,
scream and dance away to The Hammer Party, Midnight Creeps, Gamma Rage, Video Shoppe, and the
20th anniversary reunion of White Mice! At a ghoulish gathering such as this, you never know which
other special apparitions will make an appearance.
In between the beats, be mesmerized by the theatrical performances of Bettysioux Taylor, Maiden X,
Hades Ivory, Bonanza Jellybean, Shirley MacSlain, Seiana Barbato, the talented tandem of Cabaret
Sauvignon. Be sure to put some monetary treats in the bucket, or you might get tricked!
As the temperature cools down, things will heat up with the fire performances of Amanda Salemi and
head-promoter Gogo Riot. “We haven’t seen this done before on such a scale,” said Gogo Riot. “I would
like to thank CHIFFEROBE and Double ‘B’ Burlesque.”
While the kids celebrate on Sunday, the adults will play on Saturday!
Burlesque n’ Roll, Saturday, October 30. The gates to hell open at 7pm, but your souls must be at least
21+. You’ll have to pay the ferryman $20 to crossover, and don’t forget to bring all the single dollars to
tip the devilish dancers. Dusk, 301 Harris Ave. in Providence

Um, They’re Called Graphic Novels
Grab your hot glue gun, your airbrush and your makeup kit and start figuring out your best side. It’s
Comic Con time! After cancelling last year’s event to prevent Contagion from becoming a reality (nice
try!), RI Comic Con makes its triumphant return, November 5 – 7 at the Dunkin Donuts Center (hey —
are they gonna drop the donuts from their name, too?) and the RI Convention Center.
Celebrities who will attend are still being announced, but you can count on the
Greatest.
Starship captain.
Of all time.
to appear, as well as more wrestlers than you can throw a chair at, the kids from “Stranger Things” and,
making their triumphant return to the con circuit, Wally and the Beav! Also in attendance and
ratcheting up the tension in the main hall will be not just the cast from The Karate Kid, but the cast of
Cobra Kai. We want to see them sweep the leg to determine who’s the best! Arou-hound! And pay
attention, those of you who started to grow hair down there in the ’90s — “Home Improvement” Tool
Girl Debbe Dunning will be signing autographs all weekend long.

For tickets, an updated list of celebrity guests and more information, go to ricomiccon.com, and watch
this space as Motif counts down to fall’s best weekend ever.

A Whole Bucket of Fun: The Pawtucket Arts
Festival brings two weekends of arts
programming to the state
Twenty-three years ago, the Pawtucket Arts Festival was just a small arts fair that allowed vendors to
set up shop and sell their art. This year, festival director Anthony Ambrosino and his team have pulled
out all the stops.
The festival, which is presented by the Pawtucket Teachers Alliance, The Pawtucket Times and the City
of Pawtucket, will take place over the weekends of September 10 and September 19.
Ambrosino, who became the festival’s director in 2019 when Eastern Equine Encephalitis was
prevalent, says he believes the festival has minimal COVID-19 risk because it is all outdoors.
“I was more scared last year than this year,” he says. “ Everything is outdoors, so really the only worry
is weather. People are desperate for things to do that are safe and get them out of their house, and we
hope to provide that.”
The free arts festival offers an eclectic itinerary of food, dance, music, painting, yoga and more.
“We try to stretch that art definition as much as we can,” Ambrosino explains.
Ten restaurants will compete for the title of best empanada, with festival goers as judges, and the
festival has teamed up with Pawtucket Central Falls restaurant weeks to get people out to support local
restaurants.
Tree Yoga Studio will offer yoga; art studios and galleries will be open and interactive craft events also
will be offered. There will be sculptures on site and live music performances throughout the event. For
the little ones, there will be face painting, bouncy houses and more during the family fun day.
The festival’s headlining attraction is Plein Air Pawtucket (see sidebar). En plein air painting refers to
the practice of painting outside. For this event, 12 renowned artists will set up their canvases around
the Blackstone River so that viewers can watch them paint live. “It speaks to what we’re trying to do
with the festival, which is create art outdoors,” says Ambrosino. The artists will sit before Pawtucket’s
landmarks and breathtaking skylines, and capture them on canvas in what promises to be an aweinspiring experience for all those watching.
The Rhode Island Philharmonic returns, bringing with them a sense of long-standing tradition.

“I hope to stand on the shoulders of those who came before me and bring the festival in the direction it
needs now,” he says. Asking the Philharmonic to perform was important both because bringing tradition
to the festival is a priority and, “it’s a celebration of a partnership that benefits our youth.” The
Philharmonic has partnered with The Pawtucket Teachers Alliance for some time now, hosting many
programs with Pawtucket schools.
With the world seeming a bit grey these days, it’s important to provide people with a colorful escape,
though Ambrosino believes art is inescapable in our day-to-day lives.
“The arts are imperative,” he says. “Everything from song to storytelling to any kind of artistic
expression goes back to the cavemen. The definition is so broad. From the design of your coffee cup to
the Netflix show you are watching, art really is everywhere.”
The Pawtucket Arts Festival takes place Sept 10 – 19. For more information, go to
pawtucketartsfestival.org.

Keeping Creativity Alive: What Cheer Writers
Club marks their reopening after a year of
virtual programming
Much like the rest of the world, when the COVID-19 pandemic hit, What Cheer Writers Club was
struggling with how to take their coworking space – made for writers and illustrators as well as other
creatives – and bring it to their patrons.
Jillian Winters, What Cheer’s general manager, said, “Having an online community was something we
always wanted to do. We service or serve across Rhode Island, and not everyone can always come to the
coworking space.” And so they went online.
“I think the driving force was making sure people had the opportunity,” Winters continues. They cite
the pandemic as a reason to make sure that the club members were able to connect in the time of
isolation. Winters even joked that handling the pandemic was a little easier for introverts and writers,
since they’re used to working alone and sometimes thrive on it.
During the pandemic, the club featured weekly coffee chat check-ins and brought local authors in to
talk motivation and how they were using their time. Then in summer 2020, they started finding ways to
safely engage the writing community with one in-person event and weekly online events. Though they
were cautious to mention the dangers of Zoom fatigue, and how we’ve all felt it. The members of What
Cheer Writers Club and the writing community helped the club thrive online. “Everyone is always so
supportive and kind and willing to go along with our ideas and ways to keep the community connected,”
said Jodie Vinson, program manager at the club.
Winters and Vinson found that it was a success being online – and that more members than ever before

were able to engage. The club has now reopened for the first time since March 2020. Members can
book time for individual coworking, and safety has been at the forefront of the club’s mind, with new
fans for ventilation, air purifiers and reduced capacity.
On Thursday, August 5, at 7pm, as part of PVDFest, the club will host an open-air showcase called
“Emergence” with The Avenue Concept and with support from the Providence Art and Tourism Council.
It will be held in front of the “Adventure Time” mural, which will be painted over soon.
“We were feeling the impetus, this cultural moment, recognizing it as a moment of transition and
wanting to give artists and writers and creatives a chance to reflect on that moment,” said Vinson.
There will be 14 readers across genres, and it is open to the public, though reservations can be made
through the club’s Eventbrite.
“We see these moments in our culture and our times and want to give people an opportunity to reflect,
and create stories and art and poetry,” Vinson continued. “Stepping forward and out at our own pace,
we’re recognizing that moment.”
What Cheer Writer’s Club lives in downtown Providence, but will remain hybrid for with events for
writers, including weekly networking events. Membership is $10 a month, with free memberships for
BIPOC creators. www.whatcheerclub.org

Walk it Off: A Pageant for Providence
celebrates artists and offers opportunity for
reflection
Providence is the star, stage and celebrated guest at the upcoming A Pageant for Providence, a COVIDsafe performance-art walking tour taking place downtown. Taibi Magar, an acclaimed director, together
with her life and professional partner, Tyler Dobrowsky, who served as associate artistic director at
Trinity Repertory Company, created this project to celebrate the Providence community. They project
provides space for people to reflect on the past year and offers an opportunity for healing as we move
toward discovering what the new normal will be.
Pageant is a direct response to the pandemic. “It’s been a devastating year,” says Magar. “Our industry
almost entirely collapsed. But out of this wreckage, we started doing work together, which has been
pretty incredible.”
She describes the event. “It’s part ritual, it’s part performance. It’s more like a space for reflection and
catharsis, and asking questions about how to be in space with each other again.”
“We have all gone through something,” adds Dobrowsky. “Let’s just have a moment to reflect on what
we’ve gone through, to dream about what the future could hold. [Pageant is] very much built for this
moment.”

The project, made possible by arts funds and a grant from the New England Foundation for the Arts,
celebrates the creative vision of various artists, including writers, dancers and musicians. The event
starts as a series of audio tours, each of which leads participants on a unique walking tour through the
city. Participants may choose one of six possible tours, each with its own distinct audio experience that
includes songs, stories and historical testimony. All six tours will convene at the Providence Rink in
Kennedy Plaza where a short communal ceremony concludes the tour.
A Pageant for Providence takes place August 12-14 in Providence and is free to the public. For more
info, visit PageantforProvidence.com.

Cancel Cancel Culture: WaterFire Eye-to-Eye
speaker encouraged her audience to consider a
different route to change
WaterFire recently hosted the latest in their Eye-to-Eye series of public lectures intended to inspire
thoughtful conversations around timely social topics. The event was co-sponsored by Leadership Rhode
Island and the Rhode Island Foundation and featured Loretta Ross, a professor from Smith College
who came to discuss the topic of cancel culture. Her ]premise is that cancel culture within liberal
circles actually hobbles liberal causes by directing dissent inward, alienating potential allies over
distinctions of relatively little consequence and distracting from the larger, real issues that require
cooperation and understanding to address. She discussed her own learning curve, from a full career
spent in activism around issues of social justice and gender and race equity.
“For close to 20 years, my motivation for doing this work was anger, because I was angry, I was angry
at the world and I wanted to make a difference by grabbing the world by the throat and choking it. I
was not a turn the other cheek person — if you hit me, I’d lay you out on the ground.”
In the course of her activism, she became involved in a lot of outreach. “For years, I taught Black
feminist theory to Black men incarcerated for raping women. I taught race history to incarcerated white
supremacists. So I had to learn to find love for the people who only know hate.”
The only way, she found, to make progress and change minds was to embrace those who disagreed with
her and show them a different way. Not exclude them. Not pile on them. What she sees happening now,
especially online, forces people in the opposite direction. She mentioned the “Caste” podcast by
journalist Isabel Wilkerson and one of its consistent themes: that you can’t change society, unless you
are willing to take responsibility for it. That highlights a huge difference between blame and
responsibility, which has guided her through the latter part of her career inciting change.
Essentially, she encouraged the audience not to worry about what they were fighting against in society.
“Focus on what you are fighting FOR.” Despite the heavy subject matter, Ross had the audience
laughing throughout her delightfully anecdotal and engaging talk, which was followed by a community

conversation moderated by Sterling Clinton-Spellman.
This lecture was held at the WaterFire Arts Center amid their current “Eye to Eye” and “Witness”
exhibitions of photographic art by Mary Beth Meehan and Jonathan Pitts-Wiley, which created a perfect
backdrop. It is an exhibition that could truly only take place in a space with the scale of the Art Center’s
stories-high main hall, a virtual airplane hanger of art. Meehan’s poignant portraits of diverse Rhode
Island everymen and everywomen are well worth dropping by to see, and they complemented the large,
engaged audience nicely, bearing silent witness to the discussion.
The series is ongoing; watch waterfire.org for updates and coming attractions.

